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Management Summary
The United States’ space program began with
ambitious goals, but its first steps were quite modest.
Project Mercury put men in Earth’s orbit. Project
Gemini extended the missions to include complex
tasks; those needed for extra-orbital travel. Project
Apollo led to man’s first steps on the Moon while the
whole world watched. This was followed by numerous Space Shuttle missions; so many that they became so routine that they and the heroes that flew
them escaped notice. Was there anything mankind
could not do given the will and the resources? The
point to be made is much the same as that old phrase
that recalls “Rome was not built in a day.” Or a year,
or a decade or two, for that matter. Incremental
goals, incremental advances, incremental risks, and
unfortunately a few tragic failures, were needed to
achieve the program’s ultimate goals.
IBM marked fifty years of mainframe innovation
in 2014, as the first mainframe was announced in
April 1964 with deliveries to customers in 1966.1
No one will deny that this was a revolution in computing that changed a company, changed an industry,
and changed the nature of how businesses and other
institutions would hereafter conduct their missions.
When the System 360 was announced, there was no
doubt that its goals, as announced, were very ambitious, and it soon was realized to be staggeringly
complex. Fifty years later, after many decades of
incremental goals, incremental advances, and incremental risks, it can be said, with few if any reservations, that the current generation of the IBM mainframe, the thirteenth to be more precise, and now
called z Systems, has gone well-beyond its original

Exhibit 1 — the New
IBM z13 Mainframe

Source: IBM
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goals. It has evolved into an ecosystem that
embraces multiple architectures, huge scales,
trusted security, and reliability that ensures
“always on” availability for enterprises that have
embraced it.
The demands of enterprise computing have
evolved greatly in the last decade to encompass
not only Systems of Record, the do-or-die,
mission-critical transaction processing world of
the traditional mainframe, but also the Systems of
Engagement, where the user interacts with enterprise data and activities, and the now-emerging
Systems of Insight, where voluminous enterprise
data has become essential to on-going, real-time
business processes. With the view that all three
roles now have become mission-critical to just
about every successful enterprise, the vision for
the IBM z13 (as shown in Exhibit 1 on the first
page) was announced today and is set to fulfill
each of those three roles in ways that are
unmatched by any other computing technology.
The themes for the current announcement are
familiar to IT professionals, be they mainframe
watchers or not. They encompass cloud architectures, analytic computing, support of mobile endpoints, social media data flow, and security,
known collectively in IBM parlance as the
CAMSS2 initiatives, as well as the more traditional roles of mainframe computing that largely are
centered on secure transaction processing and
recordkeeping.
This paper will highlight and describe how
the announcement of the IBM z13 fulfills the
goals of these initiatives in new ways that will
impact not only the economics of information
technology delivery, but also how the new and
expanded capabilities can affect IT and business
strategies that yield higher values to the enterprise. My colleague and fellow analyst at The
Clipper Group, Mike Kahn, in a companion
paper published simultaneously, addresses z13’s
expanded role in these important new initiatives
and how they can benefit your enterprise.3 If you
need to know more, please read both papers.

z Systems as an Agent of
Transformation
For those even superficially acquainted with
IBM’s mainframe systems, an announcement that
2
CAMSS = Cloud, Analytics, Mobile, Security, and Social.
3

See The Clipper Group Navigator entitled Why The IBM
Mainframe Is the Right Place for Enterprise Systems of Engagement and Insight dated, January 14, 2015, and available at
http://clipper.com/research/TCG2015002,pdf.
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features higher performance, increased scale,
higher degrees of virtualization, improved availability and efficiency, and more advanced security
should be no surprise. The z13 does not disappoint, and, as has frequently occurred in the past,
the details are innovative and break new ground
in server design and implementation, all of which
will be described in detail later in this paper.
However, new generations of IBM’s mainframe
are beget not as vehicles to display technological
acumen by its laboratories, but in response to the
growing and evolving needs of its enterprise clients who, by the way, are active participants in
the definition of each new generation.
The Global Digital Business Imperatives
Industry leaders in manufacturing, banking
and finance, retail, transportation and travel, and
government enterprises (and in most other
domains, of course) are responding to the opportunities presented by a world that is becoming
overwhelmingly digital. Wherever the leaders go,
eventually the rest must follow or be doomed to
becoming overwhelmed and left further behind, if
they survive at all. IT service delivery is being
transformed by various forms of the “cloud” –
driven by the need for speed, the time to value,
and the demand for improved efficiencies. The
challenges presented by clients, customers, and
users who increasingly are mobile and expressing
themselves in the context of social media are
driving high expectations for IT delivery while, at
the same time, they are exhibiting a very low loyalty threshold. Clearly, there is a shift in power
underway to the users of information and
away from the providers of the same.
Implied here is that the geometrically expanding digital world is driving huge data volumes
(now approaching zettabytes – 1021 bytes) with
information that can be essential not only to the
enterprise, but its users as well. How to efficiently unlock the most useful information is the job of
an analytics platform that simultaneously must be
comprehensive and user-friendly, goals that are
frequently in conflict.
If you are a mainframe client, you already
know where most of your enterprise data and
transaction systems are to be found – on the
mainframe Systems of Record. These are being
fed by the Systems of Engagement, the user interfaces, sometimes hosted on the mainframe, but
frequently not.
The third context has more recently been
described by IBM and others as the Systems of
Insight, the analytical tools that are designed to
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4
Often called “distributed systems”.
5

While the definition of “open” always is in the eyes of the
beholder and therefore subject to debate, much of the workload done on mainframes today clearly can be classified as
“open”, starting with Linux environments and applications, but
not ending there, as discussed herein and in Mike Kahn’s
paper cited in footnote #3.
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Exhibit 2 —
The New z13 Mainframe Engine
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unlock intelligence from the mountains of data
from the traditional historical and transactional
systems and from web pages, social media sites,
mobile apps, or other unstructured data streams to
extract and deliver leverageable business value.
To perform each of these roles effectively and
individually is challenging in and of itself. In the
past, the heavy lifting required of the Systems of
Record has been the traditional role of the mainframe; it is claimed that 70 to 80% of the world’s
corporate data resides on mainframes. For a
number of historical reasons (that now can be
shown to have been false or at least no longer
true, e.g., fear of contamination, interruption of
mission-critical applications, and prohibitive
costs), the roles of engagement and analytics historically have fallen to commodity servers and
storage devices4. As a result, many inefficiencies
and operational complexities were introduced
when these systems required frequent access to
large data volumes securely wrapped in the enterprise’s mainframe.
Industry leaders in enterprises that are
adapting their businesses to meet the demands
of the digital world understand that the underlying infrastructure really matters where
excellence in service delivery is paramount. A
trusted infrastructure that always is on and fully
protected is required; its speed must be consistent
(and obviously very fast) and must have seamless
scalability. In addition, all of this must be delivered at the lowest possible unit cost.
The z13 is the definitive platform, along
with its extensive supporting ecosystem, that
best fulfils the requirement for integrating data, transactions, and insights. It is a fullyvirtualized open system5, is well-known for the
highest levels of security and availability, has
seamless and virtually unlimited capacity, and is
distinguished for its automation of its resources
and the data it manages, even those well-beyond
the boundaries of it cabinets. This paper will
explore in more detail how z13 will be the next
step in the transformation of leading enterprises to
address the rapidly-changing challenges of the
expanding digital world.
Under the Covers of the z13
As expected, the next-generation z13 delivers
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more total capacity and scalability, up to 40% in
this case, than its immediate predecessor, the
zEC126, which was announced and delivered in
August 2012. z13 single-engine capacity is quoted as 1695 MIPS and its total capacity estimated
to be 111 kMIPS7. It does so with 40% more
cores, 2.5 times more cache, three times more
main memory, two times more I/O bandwidth8,
40% more LPARs, and several significant design
enhancements. Notably, the processor chip has
been expanded to 8 cores and has undergone a
number of design enhancements and is manufactured using newer 22 nanometer silicon-oninsulator technology. (See chip layout in Exhibit
2 above.) The z13 processor chip dimensions are
28.4 x 23.9 mm, 678.8 mm2, which is approximately 14% larger than the zEC12 chip.
The new chip runs about 9% slower than
the last generation, now at 5.0 GHz9; this is likely
to lower the power requirements while not
sacrificing very much in terms of overall performance. As a matter of fact, IBM is quoting up to
6

For more detail on the zEC12, see The Clipper Group
Navigator entitled The IBM zEnterprise EC12 - Bigger,
Better, Faster, dated August 28, 2012, and available at
http://www.clipper.com/research/TCG2012019.pdf.
7
IBM internal studies have been used to estimate performance
prior to general availability. Relative capacity and performance comparisons are made at equal software levels as
measured by IBM Large System Performance Reference
(LSPR) workloads using z/OS V1.13. Results may vary by
customer based on individual workload, configuration and
software levels. See the LSPR website for more details.
8
Maximum design I/O bandwidth is 832 GB/second; internal
I/O bandwidth is limited to 640 GB/second.
9
This is a good demonstration that Moore’s Law may be
approaching its limits for current commercial technologies.
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Exhibit 3 — Comparing z13 to Its zEC12 and z196 Predecessors
Name
Type
Models
Chip Process (SOI)
Cycle Rate (GHz)
Entry MIPS
Single CP MIPS - See Note (a)
Total CP MIPS
Subcapacity Settings
Drawers
Books (MCMs)
Chips / Drawer (b)
Chips / MCM
Cores / Chip
Total Active Cores
User Configurable Cores
Other (SAP, Spare, Reserved)
L2 Cache / Core (MBs)
L3 Cache / Core (MBs)
L4 Cache / Drawer [MCM] (MBs)
Entry Main Memory (GBs)
Maximum Main Memory (TBs) (c)
LPARS maximum
z/OS CP maximum
Upgrades To

z13
2964
N30, N63, N96,
NC9, NE1
22nm
5.0
250
1695
111,000 approx.
90 (3 x 30 CPs)<=
21.1 kMIPS
1 to 4
n/a
6 PU + 2 SC
n/a
8
168
141
27
4
64
960
64 (RAIM)
10 (RAIM)
85
141
---

zEC12
2827
H20, H43, H66,
H88, HA1
32nm
5.5
240
1500
78,000 approx.
60 (3 x 20 CPs)<=
13.7 kMIPS
n/a
1 to 4
n/a
6
6
120
101
19
2
48
384
32 (RAIM)
3 (RAIM)
60
100
z13

zBX Model

z196
2817
M15, M32, M49,
M66, M80
45nm
5.2
240
1200
50,000 approx.
45 (3 x 15 CPs)<=
8.9 kMIPS
n/a
1 to 4
n/a
6
4
96
80
16
1.5
24
196
32 (RAIM)
3 (RAIM)
60
64
z13
and zEC12
2458-002

z13
Compared
to zEC12

z13
Compared
to z196

n/a
91%
104%
113%
142%
150%

n/a
96%
104%
141%
222%
200%

n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
133%
140%
140%
142%
200%
133%
250%
200%
333%
142%
141%

n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
200%
175%
176%
169%
267%
267%
490%
200%
333%
142%
220%

2458-004
2458-003
(upgrade only) (d)
Blade Types
PS701, HX5, DataPS701, HX5, DataPS701, HX5,
Power X150z
Power X150z
DataPower X150z
Blade Max - See Note (e)
0 - 112, 0 – 56,
0 - 112, 0 – 56,
0 - 112, 0 – 56,
0 - 28
0 - 28
0-28
Footprint /Power Envelope
Same as z196
Same as z196
Baseline
approx. (f)
approx. (f)
Core Configurations: All models can include CP, ICF, IFL, zAAP, zIIP, and additional SAP (optional); zAAPs are not
available for z13; zAAPs carried forward from zEC12 or z196 will be converted to zIIPs.
Notes:
(a) CP = Core configured for z Systems architecture
(b) z13 processor chip uses Single Chip Module (SCM) carriers
(c) Dependent on model
(d) Upgrade only from models 002/003
(e) Max Blades = 112 - any mix
(f) Some cooling and cabling options can extend dimensions to a small degree
Source: IBM, with some computations by Clipper

40% improvement in response time for DB2based online banking workloads. Performance
for most other workload types is expected to benefit significantly as well – from improvements to
not only the processor but other elements of the
server stack. For those enterprises with more
modest workload needs, but also for those enterprises that desire an entry system for testing, a
smaller system for specific workloads, or as a
backup, capacity granularity has been expanded
from the previous 60 to z13’s 90 sub-capacity

models, representing a range of 250 MIPS to 21.1
kMIPS. (See Exhibit 3 above, which compares
the last three z Systems generations.)
The result is a very powerful and wellbalanced offering, as shown by the chart in
Exhibit 4, on the next page. Note that the four
axes represent different aspects of system design
and have different scales. Over several generations, IBM has grown performance in these
dimensions – often by employing differing technological means. In summary, the z13 has been
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Exhibit 4 —
z13 Advanced System Design Optimized for Digital Business —
Expands system
in Four Dimensions
to Meet
Enterprise
z13 Advanced
design optimized
forMany
digital
businessNeeds
System I/O Bandwidth
832 GB/Sec*

384 GB/Sec*
288 GB/sec*
172.8 GB/sec*

Memory
10 TB

3
TB

1.5
TB

600

512
GB

54-way

64-way

80-way
* No server can fully exploit
its maximum I/O bandwidth

902

1202

PCI for
1514 1-way
~1700

z13

zEC12
z196

101-way

z10 EC
PCI – Processor Capacity
Index (IBM MIPS)

z9 EC
141-way
Customer Processors

Source: IBM

tuned to a complicated objective function to
meet the most rigorous demands of not only a
secure data and transaction server, but also
those of the expanding digital world embodied
by Systems of Engagement and Systems of
Insight.
Designed for Performance and Innovation

Those most familiar with mainframe technology may note in Exhibit 3 (on page 4) that the
packaging of the processor elements has changed
substantially. Previously, at the high-end the
physical package was known as a book, each of
which included a multi-chip module (MCM).
The processor package for the z13 is a drawer. A
system can have up to four. Each drawer
contains six CP Single Chip Modules (SCM),
each having eight cores10, and two SC11 SCMs
for a total of eight SCMs per drawer. This is very
similar packaging to that which was used
in the last few generations of z Systems business
class systems, (the most recent being zBC12),
which are more limited in scale.12 The new
10
In some configurations, only 6 or 7 may be active.
11
SC = System Control, the connection to other drawers.
12

For more detail on this packaging and the System z
business class see The Clipper Group Navigator entitled

design is a more efficient package that facilitates
higher degrees of connectivity and the strategy to
move from IBM proprietary interconnect busses
to industry-standard PCIe13 interconnections.
Both are accommodated in the z13 drawer
packaging.
The role of z13’s much larger cache and main
memory are very significant in the balanced performance equation required by co-located Systems of Record, Engagement and Insight. The
larger the cache and the more optimized its location brings code and data closer to the execution
units (the cores), thereby reducing references to
the main memory and, very importantly, eliminating any fetch latency. Larger main memory
reduces the real-to-virtual ratio, facilitates more
data in memory (which in turn eliminates or
reduces references to external storage), and
therefore is key to improved performance in large
database scans and real-time data analysis workloads, among others. Further down at the chip
IBM’s zEnterprise BC12 – More of What You Need,
dated
July
23,
2013,
and
available
at
http://www.clipper.com/research/TCG2013013.pdf.
13
PCIe = Peripheral Component Interconnect Express, a highspeed point-to-point serial connection technology common
throughout the industry today.
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Exhibit 5 — Processor Unit Characterization
At server initialization time, each available PU (also known as an engine or core) is characterized
(assigned and recognized) as one of a variety of types. It also is possible to dynamically characterize
PUs. A PU that is not characterized cannot be used. The options are:
 CP – Central Processor — the standard z Systems architecture. For use with any supported operating system and user applications.
 ICF – Internal Coupling Facility — used for z/OS clustering. ICFs are dedicated to this function
and exclusively run the Coupling Facility Control Code (CFCC).
 IFL – Integrated Facility for Linux — exploited by Linux and for z/VM processing in support of
Linux. z/VM is often used to host multiple Linux virtual machines (called guests). IPLing any
operating systems on an IFL other than z/VM or Linux is not permitted. Enabled for SMT on z13.
 SAP – System Assist Processor — offloads and manages I/O operations. Several are standard.
More may be configured if additional I/O processing capacity is needed.
 zAAP – z Systems Application Assist Processor — exploited under z/OS for designated workloads, which include the IBM JVM and some XML System Services functions. No longer available
with z13.
 zIIP – z Systems Integrated Information Processor — exploited under z/OS for designated
workloads, which include various XML System Services, IPSec offload, certain parts of DB2
DRDA, star schema, HiperSockets for large messages, and the IBM GBS Scalable Architecture for
Financial Reporting. Enabled for SMT on z13.
Source: IBM

level, there are several architectural enhancements that increase the scope of applicability of
z13 to the newer workloads.
Simultaneous Multi-Threading Improves
Scalability

Dual-threaded Simultaneous Multi-Threading
(SMT) operation is supported for IFLs and zIIPs14
available on the z13. Up to two active execution
threads now are provided for each core, with each
thread dynamically sharing cache memory, translation buffers, and execution resources. This
design enhancement can boost core and chip
throughput significantly, up to 38% for zIIPs and
32% for IFLs. SMT operation will be functionally transparent to all middleware and application
programs. It should be noted that SMT is not
applicable at this time to cores defined as standard z Systems processor units.
Single Instruction Multiple Data Enhances
Business Analytics

One hundred thirty-eight new instructions,
the Single Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD)
instruction set, have been introduced for all
processor unit types on z13. These provide
new string, vector integer, and vector floatingpoint operations on 32 new 128-bit registers.
SIMD will provide significantly improved performance for vector computations and complex
14

See Exhibit 5 above for additional information on z13’s
specialty and standard engines.

mathematical modeling characteristic of many
business analytics applications; up to 80%
throughput advantage on select functions is being
claimed. Exploitation will be through math and
linear algebra libraries (MASS and ATLAS15),
compiler enhancements (Java and C/C++) for
z/OS applications on z Systems. The greatest
benefits likely are to be observed in real-time data
analytics applied to transaction and semistructured or unstructured data streams that are
being monitored for unusual patterns or other
anomalies.
Core Micro-Architecture Parallelism
Improvements

A number of substantial modifications have
been made on z13 to greatly improve the parallel
execution of instructions. These include up to ten
instructions issued for execution per cycle versus
seven on the zEC12; wider instruction decode,
dispatch, and completion bandwidth, twice as
much as on the zEC12; and improvements to
branch prediction and instruction fetch.
Faster Cryptographic Operations

The Central Processor (CP) Assist for Cryptographic Function (CPACF), is available on
general purpose and IFL z13 core types, as in
prior generations, but its speed has been greatly
improved for a number of functions and for
15

MASS = Mathematical Acceleration Subsystem; ATLAS =
Automatically Tuned Linear Algebra Software.
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clients increasing their use of Secure Socket Layer
(SSL) and Internet Protocol Security (IPSEC);
these uses will benefit directly. Encryption functions are expected to run two times faster and
hashing functions up to 3.5 times faster. Java V8
includes native support for CPACF, so Java
applications also will benefit directly.
Cryptography functions also are provided, as
in prior generations, at the network interface. The
z13 includes a PCIe-based crypto coprocessor,
the IBM Crypto Express5S (CEX5S) that complements the CPACF. Performance is improved
and new functions, such as VISA Format Preserving Encryption (FPE) for payment processing, are
provided.
Resilient and Intelligent I/O

The fastest I/O is achieved by eliminating it if
that is possible. That’s what larger main memory,
on-module cache, and optimized internal (within
the server) connectivity can do for you. But when
that is not always possible, a system will need a
fast and robust link technology. With z13, the
FICON Express16S PCIe card has been introduced, exclusive to the z13, which doubles the
maximum data rate to 16 Gbps and increases the
number of sub-channels from 24K to 32K. Forward Error Correction has been implemented for
the first time in hardware. This substantially will
reduce I/O link errors for optical connections; this
new facility is exclusive to z13. In addition,
FICON Dynamic Routing has been introduced to
enable the sharing of switches between FICON
and FCP network connections without the need to
create separate virtual switches; this also is exclusive to z13.
Data compression is an important, if not
essential, element for moving very large volumes
of data. First, each z13 core includes a data compression coprocessor that operates at cycle time
speeds; this is a very efficient accelerator for data
movement. Also, zEnterprise Data Compression
(zEDC) was introduced in July 2013 for the
zBC12 and zEC12 and is carried forward on z13.
zEDC is a very efficient compression algorithm,
with up to four times compression ratio and
designed to deliver high-performance, lowlatency compression. The compression workload
is offloaded to a separate PCIe I/O feature, the
zEDC Express, which results in substantially
lowered overhead. Use of this new PCIe I/Obased compression facility reduces latency and
thus drives better efficiency for cross-platform
transfers, storage devices, and network bandwidth. An important use is for files not benefiting
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from on-chip compression, such as compression
before writing SMF log data, which can be quite
voluminous. Other uses include BSAM/QSAM
extended format sequential data sets, Java data
streams, as well as data managed by DFSMS.
Enterprise Compilers Exploit z13 Enhancements

Development and deployment of more efficient applications will be facilitated by compiler
enhancements designed to leverage the new z13
hardware. Included are:
 Enterprise Cobol for z/OS, V5.2
 Enterprise PL/I for z/OS, V4.5
 XL C/C++ for Linux on z Systems,
V1.1
 z/OS XL C/C++, V2.1.1
The Continuing Role of Hybrid Infrastructure

There are very few changes in the IBM z
BladeCenter Extension (zBX) at this time. There
is a new model, zBX Model 004, but it is available only as an upgrade from an existing Model
002 or 003. With this new model, IBM has
adopted a node-based implementation, where the
zBX will be treated as a unique node within an
ensemble managed by IBM z Unified Resource
Manager. To accomplish this, the zBX Model
004 will include two Support Elements that will
connect directly to the ensemble Hardware Management Console (HMC) and, by doing so, will
relieve the distance constraint that requires the
zBX to be within 25 meters of its host processor,
thus providing more flexibility in its placement in
the datacenter. Additionally, DataPower X150z
firmware has been updated for enhanced support
of web and mobile applications but no new blades
have been introduced with the zBX Model 004.

Enterprise-Grade Linux for Premier Cloud
Infrastructures
Linux for z Systems has been an important if
not essential element of the success of z Systems
for more than 15 years. The importance of Linux
is confirmed by a client install rate of over 39%
representing more than 27% of the installed
capacity of z Systems. Add to this an ISV and
IBM portfolio of well over 7500 software tools
and applications certified for this environment.
There can be no doubt that the enhancements that
come with z13, including 10TB main memory,
increased number of LPARs to 85, exploitation of
SMT on the IFL processor, and the significant I/O
performance improvements, all directly will benefit Linux-based applications.
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IBM zAware Enhances Availability of Linux
Servers
Beyond this, on the system management part
of z13’s “enterprise-ready” story is the extension
of IBM zAware V2.016 to include Linux on z
Systems, which will increase system availability
by earlier detection of unusual application or system behavior anomalies, thereby providing more
rapid problem determination and resolution. Performing near real-time analytics – under-thecovers, so to speak – with low overhead, IBM
zAware provides, through a browser interface, a
set of high-level and drill-down reporting tools
that encompass not only the z/OS environment
but now includes the Linux on z Systems
environments as well. With IBM zAware, operations personnel quickly can identify conditions
that require the highest priority for their attention
and remedial actions.
GPFS – A Flexible, High Performance File
System

Disk input and output operations have been
greatly enhanced with the availability of IBM
General Parallel File System (GPFS) for Linux
on z Systems, which was announced last October.
GPFS is a cluster file system that provides concurrent access to a single file system or a set of
file systems from multiple nodes (including
Linux virtual servers running on a z Systems
IFL). This enables high-performance access to a
common set of data to support scale-out solutions
and/or to provide a high-availability storage solution. In addition to Ethernet-connected file storage solutions, it supports Extended Count Key
Data (ECKD) DASD, such as IBM DS8000 series
and Fibre Channel Protocol (FCP) attached
drives, thus providing great flexibility and performance in media choice.
Two other very important elements of enterprise-scale Linux are yet to come.
GDPS Virtual Appliance to Support z/VM Guests

First, a Statement of Direction (SOD)17 has
been announced stating that in the first half of
2015, IBM intends to deliver a GDPS/Peer to
Peer Remote Copy (GDPS/PPRC)18 multiplat16

For more on zAware, see paper cited in footnote #6 on page

3.

17

SODs are usually promulgated by IBM to inform its customers of a product or technology enhancement that is beyond
an announcement horizon, but typically within 1 year, and thus
is not committed as to exact functionality or schedule.
18
GDPS = Geographically Dispersed Parallel Sysplex. More
detail is provided in The Clipper Group Navigator
entitled IBM GDPS Actively Advances – Better To Be Up Than
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form resiliency capability, a.k.a. GDPS Virtual
Appliance, for customers who do not run the z/OS
operating system on their mainframe. This solution will provide IBM z Systems customers who
run z/VM and their associated guests (including
Linux on z Systems) with similar high-availability and disaster-recovery benefits to those
available on z/OS. This solution will be applicable for any z Systems announced after but also
including the z196. When available, this new
capability will facilitate the implementation of
large scale high-availability Linux clusters and
decentralized enterprise-class backup and recovery solutions.
KVM Hypervisor to Provide More Open System
Options

A second SOD has been announced for a
KVM offering for IBM z Systems. In addition to
the continued investment in z/VM, IBM intends
to support a Kernel-based Virtual Machine
(KVM) offering for z Systems that also (in addition to z/VM) will host Linux on z Systems guest
virtual machines. The KVM offering will run on
z Systems processors as a hypervisor and thus
will be able to co-exist with z/VM virtualization
environments, z/OS, Linux on z Systems, z/VSE
and z/TPF. The KVM offering will be optimized
for the z Systems architecture and will provide
standard Linux and KVM interfaces for operational control of the environment, as well as supporting OpenStack interfaces for virtualization
management. When released, this will enable
enterprises to integrate Linux on z Systems images with existing (non-mainframe) Linux images
under a common KVM virtualizer, thus creating
an integrated cloud environment. This capability
clearly propels z Systems into the center of gravity for open cloud system technology by giving
cloud and systems administrators the environment
and tools with which they are most familiar while
inheriting the high qualities of service (QOS)
that are the foundation of all of IBM’s mainframe
systems.
Enriched Cloud Support Positions z13 at the
Head of Smarter Infrastructure
There obviously are a range of issues to be
resolved when considering implementing an
infrastructure to support cloud-based applications.
IBM has been at the forefront of providing tools
to enable cloud implementation and deployments
but many of these have heretofore not been
Down, dated August 24, 2011, and available
http://www.clipper.com/research/TCG2011030.pdf.
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available to the mainframe environment. That is
being remedied with the current announcement of
Custom Patterns for Linux on z Systems and IBM
z System Bluemix Cloud Integration Catalog.
Custom Patterns for Linux on z Systems

Custom Patterns on Linux on z Systems will
give mainframe Linux developers the same kinds
of patterns that they have grown to like and adopt
on Power Systems and System x platforms. Custom Patterns will allow a pre-configured and pretested applications or solutions to be installed
with little effort and in short order. Because the
patterns are pre-tested, it is assured that everything that is needed for the Linux application or
solution will be provisioned and installed properly. This saves time, effort and improves quality.
With phase 1 of the delivery of Custom Patterns
on z Systems, available now, about half of the
mainframe software portfolio will be available as
patterns. In phase 2 (later), the portfolio is
expected to grow to almost full coverage. These
new patterns are the result of a partnership with
IBM Rapid Deployment Services, which is a part
of IBM GTS, but will be available as traditional
SWG part numbers that can be included in enterprise agreements, such as ELAs. Examples of
what will be included are IBM WebSphere Application Server Network Deployment (WAS ND),
HTTP Server, IBM WebSphere MQ Series, Business Process Management (BPM), Cognos analytics, and DB2 (plus many others).
IBM Bluemix Cloud Integration Catalog

Another development and deployment acceleration tool that is available today is the Bluemix
Cloud Integration Catalog. Bluemix is an openstandards, cloud-based platform for building,
managing, and running apps of all types, such as
web, mobile, big data, and smart devices, a
developer’s pallet and toolkit, if you will. It enables users to expose z/OS data-as-a-service and
build applications leveraging z System services.
Capabilities include Java, mobile back-end
development, and application monitoring, as well
as features from ecosystem partners and open
source – all provided as-a-service in the cloud.
What’s new here is the availability of services
specifically in support of z Systems-based development. This is a cost-effective approach that
offers shorter time-to-value, e.g., for mobile
platform deployments19.
19

Mobile applications for the mainframe are explored in
detail in The Clipper Group Navigator entitled When
a Secure Mobile Host Platform is Required - Go with IBM
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The Integration of Transaction
Processing and Analytics is Key
to z13’s Value
The greatest value to the enterprise is
achieved when analytics are run on the system
where the transactions originate and data
resides. Information, in the sense of meaningful insights gleaned from data streams, loses
value at an accelerated rate proportional to its
age. Long extractions of data from a DB2
repository, e.g., your System of Record, to a data
warehouse residing on a remote distributed platform (that might not even be located in the same
datacenter or geography) almost always is inefficient and ineffective, because by the time the
relocated data is ready to be analyzed it often is
no longer current. In addition, the extracttransform-load (ETL) activities often use significant amounts of mainframe and distributed
resources that might otherwise be deployed more
usefully. More importantly, ETL tends to take a
lot of elapsed time, and time diminishes the value
of the presented data.20 Clients do not want to see
their account positions from yesterday’s stockmarket close; they want up-to-date information
(e.g., as of their last transaction, which could have
been seconds ago).
To respond to these challenges, a real-time
analytical capability is essential, and it is best
when there is only one version of the truth. The
Clipper Group’s position is that the analytics platform should be collocated with the transaction
and data repository.21
BLU Acceleration Added to the z Systems
Analytics Portfolio
IBM continues to build its depth in the
analytics arena with a number of software
announcements. Last month, IBM DB2 with BLU
Acceleration became generally available for
Linux on System z. DB2 BLU Acceleration
delivers very fast, seamlessly integrated, and
hardware-optimized complex query capabilities
for business intelligence, reporting and predictive
analytics for moderately sized data volumes
(<=10TBs). The mechanism is based on a
dynamic in-memory columnar compression
zEnterprise, dated October 9, 2014, and available at
http://www.clipper.com/research/TCG2014018.pdf.
20
For an in-depth discussion on this subject, see the paper
referenced in footnote #3.
21
For more detail, see The Clipper Group Navigator
entitled Addressing New Business Analytics Challenges,
When the IBM zEnterprise Really Makes Sense., dated
December
21,
2012,
and
available
at
http://www.clipper.com/research/TCG2012030.pdf.
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algorithm that reduces the size of the tables to as
small as 10% of its original size. This saves main
and cache memory, media space, and the bandwidth required to move around the larger volume
of data. DB2 with BLU Acceleration delivers
superior performance for Linux workloads, averaging over 35 times faster in testing across a
range of applications. Implementation is quick,
easy to install, and requires no changes to application code.
The Accelerator Delivers Rapid Deployment
of High Performance Analytics
For transaction processing applications, the
IBM DB2 Analytics Accelerator for z/OS, V4.1 is
a more effective tool. Powered by Netezza technology, the Accelerator, as it also is known,
is a workload-optimized appliance specifically
designed to assist enterprises meet the challenge
of complex analytical needs. It can lower the
turnaround time and predictability of complex
queries dramatically; up to 2000-times performance improvements have been reported in realworld uses. The Accelerator is directly attached
through high-speed links to any z Systems processor as a logical extension of DB2. Query tuning is eliminated as well as the need to create and
maintain indices. The routing of queries is automatic so that the Accelerator is completely transparent to users and applications and, therefore, no
query modifications are required to begin to
exploit its accelerated performance. The most
recent functional and performance Accelerator
enhancements include support for Static SQL for
a broader array of queries, support for EBCDIC
and Unicode in the same DB2 system, and
improvements to incremental update functions
that enable tables in the accelerator to be updated
continuously with very low overhead, thereby
delivering near-zero data latency. Additionally,
the speed of loading external data into the Accelerator has increased to 4.5 TB/hour due to
improvements in multi-threading technology,
among others. Finally, there now is support for
multi-row FETCH and the offloading of infrequently-used tables to the Accelerator (High Performance Storage Server – HPSS), thereby reducing data storage requirements for IBM DB2 for
z/OS.
Bringing the Power of Hadoop to the
Mainframe
For many enterprises, IBM z/OS mainframes
form the backbone of mission-critical business
applications to help securely and reliably store
and process massive volumes of data – day after
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day. Faced with spiraling data volumes and new
business demands, organizations look for costefficient ways to get more value out of missioncritical mainframe data, while ensuring that security and data integrity are maintained. This issue
is particularly acute for unstructured and semistructured (non-relational) data requiring exploratory analysis where Hadoop is more applicable.
Reintroduced today is IBM InfoSphere z Systems Connector for Hadoop that enables efficient
sharing of mainframe data with IBM InfoSphere
BigInsights, running either on Linux for z Systems partitions or on external Intel (System x) or
IBM Power Systems-based clusters. When IBM
InfoSphere z System Connector for Hadoop
and IBM InfoSphere BigInsights both are
installed on the mainframe, the z System
behaves largely as a private cloud. Hadoop
cluster nodes are virtualized, and all operations
take place within the security perimeter of the
mainframe, simplifying the environment, and
greatly extending the range of data that is accessible to the mainframe. IBM InfoSphere BigInsights clusters on the mainframe can run across
one or multiple IFL processors, providing the
needed horsepower to make many things analytic
happen in real time. This capability greatly
extends the range of data that is accessible to the
enterprise’s mainframe while maintaining the
high quality of service that is delivered with the
security and integrity that IBM mainframe enterprises and users have come to expect.22

The Other Half of the Value Equation –
Improvements in Pricing
Main Memory
To encourage (or, rather, to not discourage)
the installation of larger main memory configurations, IBM is dramatically reducing the price of
main memory. Given the tripling of the available
memory size in z13, this probably is essential for
widespread adoption. Moreover, it brings z Systems memory closer in price to alternative server
platforms. The average U.S. street price23 will be
cut by a third from $1500/GB to $1000/GB.
Memory carried forward from an upgrade of
installed zEC12 or z196 also has been similarly
reduced from $750/GB to $500/GB. In addition,
22

IBM business partner Veristorm, which developed the technology for IBM’s InfoSphere Connector product, also offers a
version of the Apache Hadoop open source project distribution
that is supported on Linux for z Systems, which may be more
applicable for small projects.
23
Street price is that which IBM is willing to publish; each
transaction is priced separately. Price may vary by country.
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if a customer triples their installed memory
configuration the price will be reduced further
(totaling about 80% reduction) to $300/GB for
new memory and $200/GB for memory carried
forward. This is a strategic change and very
important to data centers with mainframecentered infrastructure.
Specialty Engines
IBM continues the practice of advantageously
pricing specialty engines that are carried forward
in an upgrade at 30% of the street price for a new
specialty engine when upgrading from a zEC12
(n-1) and at 60% when upgrading from a z196
(n-2). Assuming that the street price does not
change, i.e., from $55K and $100K for an IFL
and zIIP, respectively, the upgrade price for an
IFL will be $16.5K and $33K when upgrading
from a zEC12 and a z196, respectively. Given
the additional performance of the IFL and the
zIIP on the z13, this is an extremely aggressive
price/performance ratio for the incremental
capacity.
Continuing Investment Protection
This is a good place to bring up IBM’s continuing commitment to investment protection for
its mainframe customers, a principle that has been
in place as long as field upgrades have been
available – more than 30 years. Unlike commodity (x86-based) servers (where the upgrading process essentially is to throw the old away and
replace with new every three years or so, often
including buying new software), when upgrading
to a new generation of mainframe, mainframe
customers only pay for the added incremental
capacity, usually at very much improved price per
MIPS. Almost all of the previously investments
in the hardware, perhaps going back several generations, are protected. When estimating the total
cost of acquisition, this factor should be significant in the value equation.
Workload Pricing
No new metrics have been announced, the
AWLC (Advanced Workload License Charge) still
applies for MLC system and middleware software, which already builds in lower incremental
prices for larger capacity. However there will be
a “new curve” for the z13; IBM calls it Technology Update Pricing, which is expected to
deliver, on average, a 5% price performance
improvement compared to a zEC12 at the same
capacity. When it comes to new workloads, IBM
already has shown increasing willingness to
aggressively price when new workloads are
introduced to the mainframe. zNALC, System z
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New Application License Charge24, has been in
place for some time, effectively lowering the
z/OS license fees by about 90% for certain new
workloads, known as a qualified application.
In May 2014, IBM announced Mobile Workload Pricing for z/OS (MWP). Putting aside the
technical details of exactly how this is accomplished, essentially IBM will discount up to 60%
of the incremental software license fees of z/OS
and certain middleware products, including CICS,
IMS, and DB2, (called Mobile Workload Pricing
Defining Programs) used to support mobile
workloads, but only if these workloads are affecting the peak usage. This recognizes that there is
often a high “look-to-buy” ratio, for mobile transactions that do not result in revenue. This offer is
limited to data centers that run the latest z Systems – the z13, zEC12, or the zBC12. In addition, the client must install the Mobile Workload
Pricing Tool (MWRT), to collect the appropriate
SMF records, and submit the results of the reporting tool on a monthly basis to IBM. IBM will
then adjust the software license fees for that period when the mobile workload results in higher
transaction volumes that cause a spike in machine
utilization. It should be also noted that the current
MWPT is workstation-based, but in response to
customers’ security requirements, it will be converted to native z/OS, so that it will operate in a
protected environment.
In addition to this, IBM has introduced three
new pricing structural enhancements that will
simplify MLC software pricing and result in significant cost savings for their z Systems clients.
 IBM Collocated Application Pricing (ICAP)
has been introduced to provide much greater
flexibility as to where the clients’ new applications are run. Prior to this time, to obtain pricing concessions, new applications likely would
have had to be run in a separate LPAR to avoid
impacting any other MLC software charges.
ICAP facilitates running new (ICAP eligible)
applications, which will be charged as if they
are running in a dedicated environment, while
technically they are integrated with other (noneligible) workloads. The result is that the software supporting the new application will not
affect the charges for other MLC software that
is collocated in the same LPAR. This appears
to be a generalization of the Mobile Workload
Pricing for z/OS (MWP) described above and it
will use an enhanced MWRT, which now also
24

Some restrictions apply to the terms and conditions of this
offering and are subject to approval by IBM.
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Exhibit 6 — CAMSS on z13…in a Nutshell

Source: IBM

will be implemented as a z/OS application.
ICAP applies to all z Systems – the z13,
zEC12, zBC12, z196, and z114.
 A second structural change, Country Multiplex
Pricing (CMP), is a major evolution of Sysplex
Pricing. It essentially eliminates prior Sysplex
pricing rules that required that systems be
interconnected and/or sharing the same data in
order to be eligible for aggregation of the MLC
software pricing charges. A Multiplex is
defined as the collection of all z Systems within
a country and, therefore, subcapacity usage will
be measured and reported as if it all was on a
single machine – regardless of the connectivity
or data sharing configurations. A new subcapacity reporting tool is being implemented so
clients should expect a transition period as the
shift to the new pricing model is implemented.
 The third structural change will apply
exclusively to the z/Transaction Processing
Facility (z/TPF) operating system, which has
its origins in the airlines industry. More currently, it is also in active use by a number of
financial services and credit card processing
firms for its capabilities to support a high number of end points and very high transaction
rates. The z/TPF Transformation Engine
(TE) offering has been introduced to encourage
new z/TPF application extensions when functionality common to mobile and analytics are

implemented. They include products that enable connectivity or usage of other IBM products, such as JSON, Business Eventing, ODM,
Apache, and HTTP Server as well as “modernization” facilities, such as Web Services, XML
Parsing, LDAP, OpenSSL, and C++ overhead.25 In consideration, IBM has implemented the z/TPF Transformation Engine, a
standard z Systems architecture processor that
is priced like IBM z Systems specialty engines.
To summarize, mainframe software pricing
has always been a “pinch-point” for many IBM
customers and prospects, often driving them off
or avoiding the platform. What is described
above presents substantive evidence that this
issue is well understood by the IBM powers-thatbe and that they are intent on doing something
about it. IBM wants your enterprise cloud,
analytics, and mobile workloads on z Systems
mainframes and they are dedicated to removing
obstacles that threaten that strategy.

Conclusion
Planning, managing, and operating an enterprise-level IT infrastructure is a complex,
challenging, and often daunting task. Surely,
25

JASON – JavaScript Object Notation; ODM – Operational
Decision Manager; LDAP – Lightweight Directory Access
Protocol.
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recent unfortunate public events involving some
of the largest enterprises demonstrate that fact. If
fiefdoms are created around your Systems of
Record, Systems of Engagement, and Systems of
Insight, it is an open invitation for so much more
complexity that almost certainly will result in
higher costs, poor allocation of resources, loss of
control, and a higher potential for a breach of
security and data loss.
The z13 announced today with its extensive
supporting ecosystem (summarized in Exhibit 6
at the top of the previous page) is IBM’s latest
effort to address all of these issues and meet the
challenges of the very-quickly evolving digital
world. IBM’s record in evolving mainframe
technologies to anticipate, meet, and many times
lead in the development of comprehensive contemporary solutions is well established. And
there is no reason to believe that they will not
continue to do so in the future, because the mainframe provides solutions that meet critical enterprise requirements.
Both the new year and these new z13 offerings present an invitation for
you and your enterprise to
reassess how well your IT
infrastructures are adapting to
a digital world where none of
an enterprise’s systems can be
thought of anything less than
mission-critical. This is your
call to action; by all means
accept it or be prepared to face
the consequences.
SM
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